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Abstract: The purpose of the study is to design and develop a recommended system based on
agent and web technologies, which utilizes a hybrid recommendation filtering for the smart tourism
industry. A hybrid recommendation system based on agent technology is designed by considering
the online communication with other sectors in the tourism industry, such as the tourism supply
chain, agency etc. However, online communication between the sectors via agents is designed and
developed based on the contract net protocol. Furthermore, the design system is developed on the
java agent development framework and implemented as a web application. Case study-based results
considering two scenarios involving 100 customers illustrated that the proposed web application
improves the rate of the recommendation for the customers. In the first scenario without disturbances,
this rate was improved by 20% and the second scenario with disturbances yielded a 30% rate of
acceptable recommendation. In addition, based on the second scenario, real time data communication
on the system occurred, thus the proposed system supported real time data communication.

Keywords: smart tourism; recommendation system; multiagent system; case study

1. Introduction

The tourism industry has experienced tremendous growth in recent years. Such a massive leap has
been partly attributed to the rapid development of communication and information technology across
the globe as well as the widespread use of the internet, which has simplified the process of accessing
large amounts of global data from potential customers (tourists) on points of interest, travel plans, and
destinations [1]. Currently, e-tourism thrives in both the social and economic sector [2]. In contrast,
interim agency-based software plays a crucial role in bridging the gap between the customers and
the system by recommending likely holiday packages and exhilarating tours. Furthermore, such
software provides assistance to customers within a specified territory [3]. However, in order to assist
customers, many software agencies have developed innovative strategies that provide these customers
with information that is useful for planning holiday trips and selecting holiday destinations [4–7].
Developing an efficient software agency depends strongly on the recommender system (RS) or filtering
approach as well as real-time data communication process [8,9]. In this system, RS plays an important
role in improving the customers’ level of satisfaction [10]. Generally, RS directly assists customers in
finding reputable services, hotels, tours, tickets, restaurants, and others by aggregating and analyzing
the demographic data of the customers’ reviews [11]. In this system, an analytic technology is used
to compute the probability that a customer will purchase a particular holiday package or tour by
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providing recommendations on the right one to purchase. In travel agencies, RS-based software
suggested suitable holiday packages (tickets, hotel, tour, time) for the customer. Furthermore, RS helps
improve the customer’s loyalty and satisfaction by recommending the acceptable option which is
more related to the request of customer [12]. RS is a subclass of information filtering system that seeks
to predict the “rating” or “preference” a user would give to an item. Therefore, RS is a foundation
of advanced technology such as multiagent system, filtering algorithms which is migrated to the
smart tourism, in this respect smart applications are the main body of smart tourism in order to used
and adopted traditional tourism industry to advanced technologies [13]. Smart tourism is a new
buzzword applied to describe the increasing reliance of tourism destinations, their industries and their
tourists on emerging forms of Information communication technology (ICT) that allow for massive
amounts of data to be transformed into value propositions [14,15]. In smart tourism, RS is used for
to develop an autonomous application to improve online shopping and online reservations [9,16].
Generally, recommendation systems are classified into four types, which are: content-based filtering
(CB), collaborative filtering (CF), knowledge-based filtering (KBF), and hybrid filtering, which is a
combination of other types [17,18].

Recently, advanced technologies, such as agent technology, has been introduced to develop the
intelligent software by considering a powerful recommendation system [19]. A multiagent system
(MAS) is a distributed artificial intelligence system, which embodies a number of autonomous agents
for achieving common goals [20] and introduced a new methodology for design and developed smart
application. Combination of RS and MAS can be defined as an intelligent-based software agency
for the smart industry [21,22]. However, up until now, the tourism industry has been used these
technologies for a single purpose, such as the individual selection of ticket, hotel and city tours with
considering simple RS on the body [18]. Meanwhile, a lot of tourism agencies don’t prefer to using the
existing software or web application for recommending tours package to the customer, because they
are suffering online communication with the hotels, tours agency, and supplier, which effect to reduces
the flexibility and agility of the system and produces more faults [23]. Additionally, if customers
want to used web application for reservice tour packages, need to adapted her/his schedule with
existing packages and customization of these packages are not possible in the real time manner [24,25],
therefore customers and tour agencies must be willing to use the traditional method (i.e., contacting
directly the hotel or tour agency) for selecting or arranging appropriate tour packages based on a
customer’s request [26,27]. Therefore, the existing web application and software agency suffers from
customization for the end user, real time data communication between different sectors of the tourism
industry and acceptable RS [25]. Generally, based on existing research works in this area, we can
highlight current problems of the software agency as follows [24,28–30], and these problems can be
improved by the proposed system:

1. The software agency uses offline data for developed tour packages.
2. Each agency and hotel have no autonomous data update for their operation.
3. The software lacks real-time reconfiguration and cannot support customization.
4. There is a lack of a suitable end-user platform and real time reconfiguration on package tours.
5. There is a lack of suitable recommendation-filtering systems for recommending tour packages.

Therefore, to address the existing problems, this paper presents a web agent-based intelligent
recommendation application that incorporates real-time data and hybrid-based filtering system
into smart tourism industry for recommending tour package based on the customer request.
Generally real time communication and autonomous application are first step for achieving smart
tourism industry [31]. Therefore, the aim is developed a real-time based web application by considering
agent technology and hybrid recommendation filtering mechanism to improve the rate of acceptable
recommended tours to the customer. So, this paper contributes to the tourism industry in the following
three ways: Firstly, it presents an online autonomous web agency for smart tourism ecosystem, which is
based on the established connection amongst all the sectors in the tourism industry. Secondly, it designs
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and develops the system based on the agent technology and hybrid filtering system. Thirdly, it proposes
a suitable filtering system for the tourism industry and to realize package customization. Therefore,
the novelty of this research work is the design and development of a real-time multiagent-based
recommendation system for supporting the smart tourism, which will be used for find appropriate
tour package; the main objective of this study is to upgrade and improve the current software agency
in the tourism ecosystem, in order to kick start the process of realizing a truly smart tourism industry.

The remainder of this paper was organized as follows; Section 2, literatures review. Section 3, the
proposed system based on agent technology was provided. Section 4 discussed the implementation of
the proposed system. Section 5 explained the simulation platform and case study. Finally, Section 6
highlighted the conclusion and future work to be considered in this field.

2. Literature Review

Nowadays, the tourism industry has a major impact on the economy. And so, the tourism industry
is becoming more demanding and complex with multilayered desires and needs [32]. It is flexible, is
often experienced when travelling, with high demand for both perfection and diversity. Consequently,
the offers to the tourist should be have multiple high-quality options. Furthermore, consumer need
improved agile service change with shorter lifetime for the services rendered [33].

In this competitive world, information communication technology (ICT) introduce to tourism
industry, and bringing a whole new concept called “smart tourism” to our world [14,15]. Smart tourism
refers to the application of ICT for developing innovative tools in the tourism. It supports integrated
efforts at a destination to find innovative ways to collect and use data derived from tourism sectors and
social connectedness and customers in combination with advanced technologies to increase efficiency,
sustainability and experiences [34]. The ICT tools used for smart tourism include internet of things,
mobile communication [9], cloud computing, and artificial intelligence [35,36]. The main aim of smart
tourism is to improve the service quality [37]. One of the service that has been developed in recent
years is the software agency or web-based agency [32]. The primary objective of these agencies is to
recommend suitable reservation (ticket, hotel, and tours package), while the secondary objective is to
develop a suitable place for communication and information sharing between the customer and the
tourism industry [38]. Therefore, we divided the literature review section into two parts. In the first
part, we provided definition about filtering methods, and second part focused on the existing research
on the field of agency software by considering the agent technology.

Recommender systems have emerged in the e-commerce domain and are developed to actively
recommend the right items to online users [10]. Generally, RS are classified into four types:
content-based filtering (CB), collaborative filtering (CF), knowledge-based filtering (KBF), and hybrid
filtering [17,18]. CF is a filtering approach that utilizes an information filtering technique based
on the customer’s previous evaluations or history of previous purchases. Therefore, this approach
strongly depends on the other customers’ information. Without this information, this approach won’t
recommend any suggestion, which is the major disadvantage of a CF-based system [39]. CF faces two
main issues i.e., the sparsity problem and the scalability problem [40]. In contrast to CF, CB analyzes
sets of data that have been rated by the individual customer and uses the contents of those data,
as well as the provided ratings, to infer a user profile which can be used to recommend additional
items of interest [41]. In a CB recommender system, keywords are used to describe the items and a
user profile is built in order to indicate the type of items that the user would prefer [42]. The main
drawbacks of the CB system are (1) no suitable suggestions, i.e., the analyzed content does not have
enough information to distinguish between items the customer would like or not like, and (2) content
must be encoded with meaningful features. Moreover, the demographic data are subcategorized
under the CB, and this is aimed at grouping customers based on their individual attributes with
respect to the stereotypical class to which each belongs to. Therefore, the customer’s profile is
composed of his or her demographic characteristics, which signifies the class to which he or she
belongs. However, sparsity exists with respect to the user profile’s demographic data [43]. KBF is based
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on the accumulated facts of the customer’s inclinations and needs; functional knowledge, meaning that
the acquired information on how a particular item meets a user’s requirement, is vital for executing this
action. As a result, a correlation can be drawn between the likely recommendation and the customer’s
needs. Another important piece of information connected to the knowledge-based approach is the
ontology-based user profiling [44]. For example, Quickstep is a system recommendation platform
that assists researchers by recommending online research papers. This is achieved by generating a
model of the user’s interests with respect to the ontology of the research paper’s topics [45]. To gain
mastery over the difficulties that confront these well-known methodologies, which are used to make
recommendations as well as filter out the positive aspect of these methodologies, some researchers
have chosen to combine them and named it hybrid filtering [46]. Therefore, hybrid filtering is an
approach that combines two or more existing filing methods. The hybrid recommendation approach is
broadly accepted in the tourism industry because it fills the gaps that exist in other methods [17].

Agent technology has emerged in the last years as a newer and promising paradigm, which is
focused on the modelling, design and development of complex systems and software [47]. It has
become a leading area of research in AI as well as the focus of a number of major initiatives. Agents,
and more generally, multiagent systems (MAS) are allowed to model in a realistic way (i.e., Complex,
heterogeneous and distributed software and environments), by assigning an agent to each real-world
entity involved in the domain. Therefore, agent-based technology has been introduced in the design
and implementation of an intelligent software agency by taking into account the various types of
RS [48,49]. RS and multiagent-based software have been presented by many researchers as a more
optimum alternative [17,18]. In last decade, MAS research field has undergone several advancements
and has displayed certain features that have offered a specific solution to this problem. In fact, the
MAS has been recommended as an appropriate tool to developed and design autonomous application
with high level of intelligent and possibility combine with web application [50,51].

In this respect, travel agency software and RS were developed based on MAS by considering the
different schemas [49]. An agent-based RS for tourism activity called Turist@ was proposed [48] and
the major aim of the proposed RS and, thus, the primary objective of their study, was to help tourists
select an appropriate destination for their holidays. And so, the proposed system was developed and
used in a case study-based evaluation approach based on the city of Tarragona. As another example,
a hybrid RS based on the task-based agent specialization was developed using the KBF and CB for
handling incoming travel requests [52]. The travel recommendation request was decentralized by the
system into subsidiary tasks and sent to the travel services. Then, agents took up certain tasks and
executed them based on the information acquired from past results. Moreover, the authors used a
simulation-based validation method for their architecture. Additionally, a hybrid recommendation
system using Bayesian networks was proposed, which took into account the CB and CF approach [53].
The effectiveness of the proposed approach was demonstrated with the Movie Lens and IMDB data
sets. In another research paper, an online-based recommendation was developed using a Delphi panel
and repertory grid techniques [7]. Chiang & Huang [54] developed a user-adapted travel planning
system for personalized schedule recommendation. Also, in this research, the authors considered the
dynamic of the plan and proposed a system to be implemented which was based on the prototype
model. In another study, numerous user-profiling approaches for a demographic recommender system
were explored, discussed, and examined [55–58]. Their developed approach provided numerous
alternatives for profiling users in terms of their attribute type, attribute representation, and profiling
mannerism. An effective model based on the hybrid approach for improving the quality of the
recommender systems for mobile e-tourism was also presented [21].

Based on the literature review provided by authors, the existing recommendation system in the
tourism industry developed for specific proposed such as road maps, hotel reservation system, flight
booking and etc. Also, existing system used the CB or CF filtering method, which was based on an
offline data gathering system. Meanwhile real time data communication between tourism sectors
were not consider on the existing application. Therefore, tourism industries suffered from the use of
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comprehensive agency applications, which are able to developed tour packages based on real-time data
and customer requests. In this respect, this research paper aims to design and develop an agent-based
intelligent recommendation software, which helps in covering existing gaps in the tourism industry.
The proposed system was developed for recommending tour package to customers by using real-time
data and hybrid filtering methods.

3. Materials and Methods

It is evident that conventional software or traditional methods employed in the tourism industry
for selecting tour packages aren’t suitable for smart tourism [29,59] due to issues in real time data
communication, real time customization and suitable recommendation filtering approach, which leads
to unsatisfied customers by recommending unacceptable tours [8,21]. To respond to the aforementioned
challenges and issues, it is imperative that intelligent software is designed and developed to meet up
with the requirements of the present era of the smart tourism. In this respect, this research serves to
provide a solution to this dilemma by proposing a novel intelligent tourism recommendation agency,
called the ITRS, by considering hybrid recommendation filtering mechanism as well as real-time
data gathered from customers and the tourism supply chain (TSC), with aiming to improve the
recommendations rate. Therefore, ITRS need to be autonomous and smart application, we used
agent technology for deseing and develop ITRS because it is one of the well-known methodology
and tools for design and develop autonomous and smart application. MAS used to design and
developed various applications on the different field such as financial markets [60], control system [20],
project management [61] and in the many others fields, therefore it is accepted methodology and tools
for design and develop ITRS. The architecture of ITRS illustrated in Figure 1 by considering data
communication and agents connection.
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This architecture is developed based on an agent-based model [62] and contains five agents: TSC
agent (TSCA), tour package agent (TPA), recommendation agent (RA), user agent (UA), and broker
agent (BA). In this application, the agent type is determined based on its functionality and respective
application goals. In the proposed software, three groups of agents are exist: the execution agent (EA),
information agent (IA), and hybrid agent (HA) (execution and information) [20]. The EA is responsible
for carrying out the defined procedures and making the necessary decisions. The IA, as the name
implies, is responsible for providing information or data to other agents in order to inform the other
agents on the system changes. Table 1 highlights each agent type and the information flow on the
agent. Each agent’s design and definition are subsequently illustrated in detail.

Table 1. Agent description.

Name Type Input Output Result

TSCA IA TSC TPA Real time information from hotels, tour operator and etc.
to proposed software.

TPA EA TSCA RA Create suitable tour packages, purchasing method,
finalization.

RA HA TPA UA Recommended suitable packages for customer based on
hybrid recommendation system.

UA IA Customer TPA & RA Responsible for gathering information from customer.

BA IA All All Responsible for making gateway between agents for
communication purpose.

3.1. Tourism Supply Chain Agent (TSCA)

The TSCA is responsible for real-time communication and information updates on the proposed
system via a web-based user interface. The major responsibility of this agent is to update the system
database whenever the hotel managers alters the TSC information. The information accumulated from
the hotels as well as other parts of the TSC is usually updated through this agent. Therefore, the TSCA
must be able to adapt to the TSC. This agent consists of sub objects categorized in two tiers. The first tier
is comprised of the direct suppliers that supplies the tourism services to intermediaries. Examples of
typical direct suppliers are parks, shopping centers, hotels, bars and restaurants, handicraft shops, and
transportation operators [63]. The second tier is comprised of the supply services or first-tier supplier
products, such as the food manufacturer, water and energy suppliers. The updated information
through the TSCA directly affects the tour packages in real-time. For this purpose, the TSCA created
an interface via the web for tour operators and hotel managers in order to update their information on
the system, TSCA follow the semantic based agent communication [64].

3.2. Tour Package Agent (TPA)

The TPA creates many types of tour packages according to the variations in the supply and
demand of the holidays and tours. These package tours are based on real-time data that has been
accumulated from the TSC and customer demand; similarly, a generation of each package tour can be
developed for groups or individual customers. Each package is composed of a set of subtours and each
customer is expected to like the package. A package contains the modality of the tour, i.e., departure
date, price per person, duration, hotel type, and other relevant information. Agent-based technology
creates real-time communication between the TPA and two other agents, such as the RA and the
TSCA, in order to generate an exceptional package tour this communication on the MAS named as
an ACL [65]. This communication is illustrated in the sequence diagram that is shown in Figure 2.
From the sequence diagram, we assume that the customer has an initial package in the system, such as
advertising-based package; after logging into the application and adding the related information, the
updated version of the recommendation packages are sent to the customer’s profile.
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3.3. User Agent (UA)

The UA is responsible for providing user interface to end user and hotel managers, it could run
on a mobile device through a mobile app or on a website as a web application, enabling the customer
to create an account and interact seamlessly with the software. The main aim of the UA is to provide a
user interface to the customer by specifying the demographic and evaluation data that would assist in
creating a user interface that executes the recommendation and purchasing process. The UA plays a
key role in the communication process between the customer and the application. Also, it is vital for
the updating of demographic data in the system. Therefore, it must be user-friendly and have high
security. Interactions between customer through the UA and other agents are illustrated in Figure 3.
The user interface was developed using HTML and AJAX, while the communication between other
agents was developed using the HTTPS and JADE gateway.

3.4. Recommendation Agent

The major aim of the proposed software is to recommend tour packages that are acceptable and
attractive to the customers. Therefore, RA plays an important role towards achieving this objective.
RA makes recommendations to customers based on the CF and CB filtering methods; this means that
the RA utilizes hybrid approach in the ITRS. The hybrid-based approach and the real-time data that
are updated by customers and TSC, helps to improve the RA’s performance. The architecture of this
agent is illustrated in Figure 4.
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From Figure 4, it can be seen that RSA uses three types of data as an input; the first one is the
demographic data, which is defined by customers in the user profile. This data is categorized into
three main classes: personal information, trip information, and favorite information. Such information
can be obtained from a brief questionnaire that the customer fills out when the corresponding UA is
initialized. Additionally, the favorite information is represented by the qualitative labels and is more
focused on the type of trip, based on criteria such as food, city, country, entertainment, and others [66].
Furthermore, updating the demographic data through the UA plays an important role in the system;
if the customer does not update his or her information on UA, the system simply recommends any
initial or standard package advertised without considering the demographic data. The second data is
the feedback of the customers for the tours evaluation. The evaluation result of the customers is sent
to the system via UA. Therefore, activities are recommended depending on the customers’ interest.
Furthermore, we used a text approach for acquiring and updating an evaluation data [67]. Finally, the
last data on the RA is the tour package data, which is built up and updated by the TPA using real-time
communication with the TSCA such as the available hotels, tours and tickets etc.

To determine the best-recommended packages for the customers, the proposed hybrid filtering
approach was utilized, which included both the content-based and collaborative algorithms.
Both algorithms enabled the recommended activities to be filtered with respect to their type, language,
date of performance, recommended age, price, and supply chain, before being shown to the customer.
In the proposed system, recommendations are made on demand and proactively. The first approach
was the CB approach, which follows an association rule leaning towards obtaining knowledge about
a customer’s preferences and to build on the content-based profile provided [22]. Association rule
leaning is a rule-based machine learning method for discovering interesting relations between variables
in the large databases. The second approach uses item-based collaborative filtering recommendation
algorithms [68] to keep customers interested as well as to improve the customer’s satisfaction with
the system. Recommendations and suggestions must be quick and agile by making sure each new
response is updated on the recommendation model. In other words, the proposed system must be
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able to send a set of recommendations or suggestions within a certain timeframe. Consequently, in the
proposed hybrid approach, both approaches (CF and CB) use a matrix Tn×n, where n is the number of
tour packages and each tij ∈ T represents the total number of sub-items of tour i and j in the same tour
package. RA updates the matrix in real time, whenever the data is updated. The RA checks all-possible
rules i→ j by considering the two values (P is the number of tour items in a tour package):

Supporti→j = tij/P

Con f idence i→j = tij/tii

Consequently, by using this method, if a set of n suggestions is requested through the system,
the n best recommendations according to the confidence that satisfies the minimum confidence and
support requirements are proposed.

Additionally, in the proposed system, collaborative filtering uses the same method and matrix to
compute the similarity, which returns the top n most related items.

sim(i, j) = tij/
√

tii
√

tij

The proposed hybrid recommendation mechanism utilizes these formulas, and so, these formulas
become implemented based on the code generation on the implantation part. Therefore, these
algorithms which are developed based on the existing works [3,68] implemented on the RA agent
as code.

3.5. Broker Agent

The broker agent is responsible for monitoring and developing a suitable and safe communication
platform in the MAS. BA utilizes a contact net protocol [47,69]. Additionality, other responsibility
of the broker agent is to monitor other agents by sending related information for collaboration and
cooperation purpose. In this respect, an agent can cooperate with other agent by sending help signal.
Help signal can only be responded to by the agents who come into the preceptory region of the agent
who has sent the signal. Mathematically, ‘help’ signal St

i sent by ith agent for collaborative help in
task ‘t’ is defined as The BA ensures proper communication among other agents in the multiagent
system and so, an ontology was defined in this regard [62]. However, it must be noted that the defined
ontology for this current work is more of a knowledge model than a real ontology. Nevertheless, the
term ontology has been used by most multiagent environments and it is used here as well [19].

4. Implementation

The specified MAS application was executed using the standard in the field—the JADE
framework [70] which is compliant with the Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA).
JADE offers a group of functionalities, such as a communication protocol and a white or yellow pages
service [71]. This simplifies the development of the agent-based applications and the set of auxiliary
agents, the agent communication channel, and the agent management system; as a matter of fact, it
supports the life cycle management of such an application. The ontology was developed by the Web
Ontology Language in collaboration with the Protégé tool [72] for storing heterogeneous information
and converting it into XML files. Also, the communication with the customer through a browser
was developed using the AJAX platform [73]. The XML-Http Request interface and the JADE-LEAP
extension were used to enable execution of agents in portable devices with limited hardware, such
as smartphones or PDAs. Figure 3 illustrated technical tools for developed communication between
the customer and recommended agent via user agent. We launch proposed web application on the
amazon web services, for technical implementation we follow [74] and EC2 was used for computing
propose. The proposed hybrid RS was implemented as a code on the EC2, which follows Section 3.4.
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5. Case Study and Results

In this experiment, we used a collaborative approach, a content-based approach and a proposed
hybrid approach to compare the predicted values generated for the different tours. These filtering
approaches were implemented on proposed web application. The experiment was carried out with
100 customers (they were graduate students). The number of customers for evaluation of the proposed
platform is an accepted number in this initial step, which makes it easy to eliminate bias on the
system [34]. To achieve high quality results, we consider 10 sections, and on each section, 10 customers
connected to application in the same time with 20 min deadline. In the first step customers provided
personal information via user agent (Section 3.3) after that based on the request of customer suggested
acceptable packages tours to the customer. Therefore, totally experiment took 200 min. Before the
launch of the web application, we considered some data as the initial database on the system, this
data was gather from Booking.com, Crip.com and Skyscanner.net. We developed 70 summer session
tour packages from four different countries, by considering more verity in the system in order to
bring possible selection and show the effectiveness of the proposed recommendation system; this
number of packages are acceptable number for testing proposed system [68]. In this research, we
considered customers from different nationalities respectfully i.e., 20 Iranian, 20 Turkish, 20 Cyprus,
10 Nigeria, 10 Pakistan and 10 Europe. Table 2 illustrates this tour packages in detail by considering
the visa requirements.

Table 2. Information about tour packages.

Name of
Country Tours Visa Type and

Requirement Airline Cities Types of Hotel Price Range

North
Cyprus 10

Visa not
required

Hard electronic

Pegasus, Turkish
Airlines, Mahan Air,
Atlas Global, British

Airlines, etc.

Famagusta,
Lefkosha, Girne,

Guzelyurt.

Five, four and
three-star hotels. 700–3000 $

Turkey 25
Visa not
required

Hard electronic

Pegasus, Turkish
Airlines, Mahan Air,
Atlas Global, ATA

Air, and etc.

Antalya, Izmir,
Alanya, Istanbul,
Marmaris, Kemer,
Ankara, Beleck.

Five, four and
three-star hotels. 400–3000 $

China 30
Visa not
required

Hard electronic

AirAsia, Thai Air,
China Southern,

Mahan Air, Aeroflot,
etc.

Beijing, Shanghai,
Guangzhou, Dali,

Shenzhen, Xiamen,
Nanjing, Dalian.

Five, four and
three-star hotels. 700–3500 $

UAE 5
Visa not
required

Hard electronic

Mahan Air,
Emirates, ATA
Airlines, etc.

Dubai, Abu Dhabi. Five and four-star
hotel. 400–2500 $

In order to have an effective evaluation of the proposed system, we tried considering a variety
of possibilities such as different countries, types of hotels, visa requirement and tours, which made
it challenging for the proposed system. To consider real-time communication using the TSC, we
considered real-time data exchange on the system by the hotel manager via the web user interface
as well as real-time communication between the proposed web application and the TSC. Moreover,
two different scenarios were presented; in the first scenario, there was no drawback in the system,
this meant that the TSC and all parts supported the existing tours (all 70). However, in the second
scenario, two packages from Cyprus and three packages from Turkey were deleted via the TPA with
respect to TSC communication as result of no vacant rooms. In order to achieve equal evaluation, the
proposed system developed for the three filtering approaches and negotiation failure between agents
were assumed not to occur. To evaluate and analyze the proposed platform, based on software view
two indicators were considered: precision and recall [49]. Generally, precision is the fraction of relevant
instances among the retrieved instances, while recall is the fraction of relevant instances that have
been retrieved over the total amount of relevant instances [22]. Therefore, both precision and recall can
be defined based on an understanding and measure of relevance. Therefore, in this study, Precision
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is defined as a ratio of selected relevant items to the number of total items, and recall is defined as
the ratio of selected relevant items to the available total relevant items. Therefore, these two indicates
illustrated the capability of the proposed web application based on the accepted rate which is the main
aim of this paper, improve the quality of the software agency in order to improve and increase number
of customers and agencies which are used intelligent software. For formulation of these indicators this
study used [31]. Therefore, our study precision and recall are given by the following formulas.

Recall = d/(b + c + d)

b, c and d list of possible tour packages,

Precision = (1/N) × Recall.

N is recommendation.
In the first scenario, we considered the TSC information from the tiers that did not change and

supported all packages that existed on the system. Therefore, the proposed web application considered
all the packages (70) during the recommendation process. For a better comparison, we used the
average of the precision and recall, which was illustrated in Figures 5 and 6. In the first scenario, the
results show that the proposed system has a higher value on both indicators; the collaborative system
produced 12.45 recalls and 2.89 precisions. Then, the content-based system produced 14.22 recalls
and 3.23 precisions. Additionally, our proposed system produces approximately 16.23 recalls and
3.99 precisions. These results show that the proposed system performs better than the other systems,
which improve the rate of acceptable recommendation tour packages based on the customer request.
In the second scenario, 5 packages were canceled. The TPA deleted these packages from the RA
databases; as a result, these databases were updated, with respect to this disturbance and 65 packages
instead of 70 packages were used. Figure 6 shows the average of the indicators, illustrating that the
proposed system in scenario 2 had higher values in both results (R = 13.41 and P = 3.43) and performed
better than the conventional system.
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Tables 3 and 4 provided detail results by highlighted each section on the case study. Therefore, each
table contains 10 columns and each of them illustrated result for a section, for example column 1 first
10 customers connected to web application and provided personal information to the web application
and based on these information and customer request they received acceptable recommendation from
the system. Collaborative-based filtering provides 5.7 packages to a customer—this number this is
average of the system and content-based filtering provided 6.2 packages, and our proposed hybrid
filtering provided 6.8 tour package to customers, therefore proposed platform improves the rate of
acceptable recommendation. As shown in both tables, with the increasing customers data rate of
recommendation, packages were improved, but in the proposed platform this rate was better than
other approaches. In the second scenario, the result of the last column was significant and proposed
platform (P = 1.9 and R = 20.3) performed much better than collaborative (P = 1.3 and R = 13.4) and
content (P = 1.4 and R = 15.1).

Table 3. Results for scenario without disturbance.

Type Indicator 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Collaborative
R 5.7 7.8 9.8 10.7 12.1 13.6 14.7 15.4 16.9 17.8
P 5.7 4.6 3.2 3 2.7 2.4 2.1 1.9 1.7 1.6

Content based
R 6.2 9.1 11.6 13.3 14.4 15.6 16.5 17.6 18.3 19.6
P 6.2 3.9 3.8 3.5 3.3 2.9 2.7 2.3 2.1 1.8

Hybrid system R 6.8 10.1 13.5 14.7 15.8 17.2 18.9 20.5 21.4 23.4
P 6.8 5.7 4.6 4.1 3.8 3.5 3.3 3 2.7 2.4

Table 4. Results for scenario with disturbance.

Type Indicator 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Collaborative
R 4.1 4.6 5.6 6.7 7.9 9.4 10.5 11.2 11.7 13.4
P 4.1 3.8 3.3 2.7 2.5 2.1 1.9 1.7 1.6 1.3

Content based
R 4.5 5.7 7.5 9.1 10.1 11.4 12.2 13.3 14.2 15.1
P 4.5 3.7 3.4 3.1 2.7 2.4 2.1 1.8 1.6 1.2

Hybrid system R 5.7 7.1 10.5 11.7 12.8 14.2 15.9 17.5 18.4 20.3
P 5.7 5.2 4.1 3.7 3.3 3 2.7 2.5 2.2 1.9
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6. Implications

Based on the evidence underlined in the literature review, smart tourism is a broad category of
the tourism industry with a goal of facilitating access to tourism and hospitality products, services,
spaces and experiences through ICT-based tools. On the other hand, it also implements innovative
and entrepreneurial businesses and fosters the interconnectedness of businesses [75]. Therefore,
smart tourism aims to take advantage of advanced information to enable flexibility in services
(with considering sustainability and stability) to address a dynamic and global market. In these
circumstances, the first challenge is to develop intelligent application for tourism industry to adopt
advanced technologies which are the first step of migrating traditional tourism industry to smart
tourism industry, therefore, we proposed an agent-based recommendation web application for tours
selection, which is capable of improving the recommendation and satisfaction of customers in the
tourism industry. The proposed web application developed based on agent technologies and contains
five agents with unique features and responsibility in order to create real time data communication
and performing suitable filtering mechanism. Therefore, the developed web application created an
online platform for recommending tours for customers meanwhile integrated whole tourism sectors.
This is accomplished by considering real-time data gathering for different sectors. In this study, we
used a hybrid recommendation mechanism for recommending tours for the customer and, multiagent
technology used for the design and development of autonomous web application. In this respect,
the design system implemented based on the web applicant and provided a graphical interface for
the users and hotel manager. The communication between agents developed based on contract net
protocol and implemented on the JADE. The proposed platform provided on-demand services for the
customers. The proposed system was tested based on case study and compare with other filtering
approaches two real based scenarios were consider and based on the results which were formulated
by two indicators, proposed can be able to support real time communication and provided better
recommendation to customers. In both scenarios, ITRS performed better than others platform such
that based on the recall indicator, ITRS improved the acceptable recommendation for customers
approximately 20% (first scenario) and based on the precision indicator, ITRS improved the acceptable
recommendation approximately 30% (second scenario).

7. Conclusions

This research paper proposed an agent-based intelligent recommendation software agency by
using a hybrid recommendation approach that considered real-time communication. The software
designed based on the agent technology, and its architecture was explained in detail. Five agents were
defined and implemented via the web application. The communication among agents was established
based on the contact net protocol. In this respect, hybrid-based recommendation system was composed
of collaborative and content-based approaches.

The main aim of this research paper improves the capability of the software agency by supporting
real time data communication and improve the filtering method, the proposed web application
was tested based on case study with considering two scenarios i.e., with disturbance and without
disturbance. To prove the system’s degree of effectiveness, two indicators were defined, and the
results showed that the proposed agent-based web application improved the rate of recommendation
compared with other platforms, also real time data communication was happening based on Scenario
2 on the whole system, which improved the customization of the system. Furthermore, the proposed
system performed better in terms of runtime because the MAS-based system took immediate action
to reschedule items whenever the TSC caused strong disturbances. This explains why the recall
value on the second scenario was much better than the precision value, because based on real time
communication, available packages reduced to 65. Therefore, in the proposed system, the rate of
recommendation of the packages improved and performed better than existing system.

However, this study has some limitations that helped determine the topics for the future studies.
The first limitation is the case study; the case study is not tested for real customers. Therefore, it
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needs to be further simulated and tested in the general environment. The second drawback is the
communication between the proposed system and the TSC, which was not tested via real hotel sector
conditions. Thus, a more realistic condition will be tested in the future. Finally, the developed system
used a centralized cloud environment that suffered from trust and third-party problems [76]. As such,
future work will have developed blockchain-based data sharing and a platform for smart tourism
industry to improve the security and trust of this service-based industry.
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Acronyms and Abbreviations

Acronyms Definition
RS Recommender system
CB Content-based filtering
CF Collaborative filtering
KBF Knowledge-based filtering
MAS Multiagent system
ICT Information communication technology
ITRS Intelligent tourism recommendation agency
TSCA Tourism supply chain agent
TPA Tour package agent
RA Recommendation agent
UA User agent
BA Broker agent
FIPA Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents
JADE Java Agent Development Framework
R Recall
P Precision
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